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The Big Buddha is a white 45-meter-tall statue on Nakkerd Hill’s highest peak. The journey from Kata Beach to 
The Big Buddha takes you to the awe-inspiring steep road on the southwest side of the island. Visible from various 
parts of the island, The Big Buddha is an iconic landmark, particularly renowned for its stunning vistas during 
sunrise and sunset.

The hike from the starting point to the statue is considered safe, with clear directions placed at regular intervals for 
the convenience of hikers. Visitors are kindly requested to dress conservatively when visiting the Buddha statue. 
With its scenic beauty and well-marked trail, the journey from Kata Beach to The Big Buddha is arguably one of 
the most enjoyable mountain hikes in Phuket.
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KARMA ROYAL PHUKET TRAILS

•  KATA BEACH TO THE BIG BUDDHA

Activity length with breaks : 3-4 hours

Difficulty : Medium

Suitability : Suitable for all

  AROUND 4.6 KM 
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Embark on a unique jungle experience in the heart of Phuket with this 4-hour guided excursion. After pickup from 
your hotel, head to Khao Phra Taew National Park, nestled in the heart of Phuket Island.

Following a brief introduction from your guide, start the rough 6.5km hike along the beautiful Tonsai waterfall. 
Along the way, marvel at exotic flora, including unique palm leaves and towering liana vines draping over the trail.

The first highlight of the trip is a refreshing shower beneath the cascading waterfall, offering a refreshing break 
from the trek. Continuing the path narrows, surrounded by walls of lush greenery, where towering trees dominate 
the landscape.

Admire some colossal trees and try to spot exotic wildlife with your professional guide, perhaps catching sight 
of a Gibbon or listening to the symphony of the world’s loudest insect. Swim in a pool in the heart of the tropical 
rainforest and rinse off the sweat Bang Pae, Phuket’s biggest waterfall, is also the end of your hike.
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•  TONSAI WATERFALL TO BANGPAE WATERFALL

Activity length with breaks : 6 hours

Difficulty : Medium

Suitability : Suitable for all but Children advisory minimum age is 8

  AROUND 6.5 KM


